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This study mainly focuses on the formation of the dominant ideology that Nubian rulers conveyed to the Nubian people and aims to show how the ideological influences from Byzantium integrated with the indigenous background into Nubia’s political system and created a unique Afro-Byzantine state.

By the term Nubia this paper mainly refers to the united Kingdom of Nubia with its capital at Old Dongola, which was constituted by the states of Nobadia and Makuria, the two of the three states that emerged as heirs to the Meroitic kingdom. In all probability, the merging of these two kingdoms occurred in the 7th century, as a consequence of the Arab conquest of Egypt and the Nubians’ attempt to stave off the Arab threat coming from the north.1

This choice is not without reason, as excavations have been carried out more extensively in this part of the Middle Nile Valley due to the construction of dams on the Nile.2 In the third medieval Nubian kingdom – Alodia – archaeological excavations are still limited and less fruitful. Moreover, after the 10th century Alodia appears to be in a close political association with Old Dongola.3

The cultural and ideological influences from Byzantium that penetrated into Nubia are already traceable at the very early stages of the formation of the Nubian kingdoms and became more safely established with their Christianization in the 6th century, after two missions were sent from Constantinople by Justinian and Theodora. From that moment onwards, Nubia became an integral part of the Christian world for about a thousand years, even though, from the mid-7th century onwards, the expansion of Islam kept Nubia apart from the Byzantine Empire and the Christian Mediterranean World.

Archaeological findings in pre-Christian tombs indicate that Christianity had found its way into Nubia before its official Christianisation. However, it was established as an official and widespread religion only after the king and aristocracy were converted to it by the Byzantine missionaries. Therefore, we can say that in Nubia Christianity developed in the opposite direction of the way it did in the Mediterranean world, where Christianity first spread amongst the people before becoming appropriated by the elite. In Nubia, on the contrary, it was transplanted first throughout the upper echelons of society from Byzantium. Nevertheless, Christianity exerted a huge amount of influence over every aspect of life in Medieval Nubia.

Nubia's Christianisation was politically motivated. The archaeological findings from post-Meroitic royal tombs of Ballana and Qustul point out to a probable Byzantine involvement in the emergence of the state of Nobadia. Thus, Constantinople ensured both its em-
pire’s safety on its southern borders in Egypt and its economic interests in the trade with the Red Sea and African inland. Concurrently, by adopting Christianity the new rulers of the Middle Nile Valley gained considerable benefits. First of all, they assured their ascendancy over other tribal leaders in a struggle for dominance in the political vacuum left by Meroe’s collapse. It was obvious that this religion was a warranty for their bonds with the mighty Byzantine Empire. At the same time, through its Christianisation Nubia rose to the forefront of that period as a force to be acknowledged in the eyes of the Christian world.

After their evangelisation, Nubian states developed their political ideology and organised their administration by adopting the Byzantine model, creating an Afro-Byzantine model. According to what Medieval Arab historians wrote, Nubians followed the customs of the Rum, that is, of the Byzantines. Researching on the institutions of the Christian kingdoms of Nubia, we observe that the focal point


13 As Artur Obłuski has shown regarding the formation of the Nobadian state, in a chieftain society – as the post-Meroitic was – one way of legitimizing a leader was his possession of valuable objects – in Nubia’s case coming from the Byzantine Empire – and his ability to use them in order to buy off the loyalty of other tribal leaders (Obłuski, “The Formation of the Nobadian State,” pp. 607–609). See also Dijkstra, “Religious Encounters on the Southern Egyptian Frontier,” p. 55; Fuller, “Pharaonic or Sudanic?” pp. 169–184; Edwards, “Power and the State in the Middle Nile”; Id., “Meroe and the Sudanic Kingdoms,” pp. 190–193; Id., “Meroe in the Savannah,” pp. 317–318; For theories about the consolidation of ruling elites in general, see Kristiansen, “Chieftdoms,” pp. 16–43; Welsby, The Medieval Kingdoms of Nubia, p. 21.

14 In respect of this, let’s see what John of Deacon (Vantini, Oriental Sources, pp. 44–45) wrote in the middle of the 8th century about Cyriacus, the king of Makuria: “(Cyriacus) was the orthodox Ethiopian king of Al-Mukurrah; and he was entitled the Great King upon whom the crown descended from Heaven and he governed as far as the southern extremities of the Earth for he is the Greek king, fourth of the Earth; and none of the other kingdoms stands up against him.” See also Godlewski, “Nubia, Egypt, and Byzantium,” pp. 168–169; Edwards, “The Archaeology of Sudan and Nubia,” p. 221; Kea, “The Mediterranean and Africa,” pp. 436–439; Tsakos, “On Place Names Used by Nubians,” pp. 237–238; Żurawski, ḏanganarti and Selib,” pp. 384–387.

15 Thus, e.g., al-Istakhri (Vantini, Oriental Sources, p. 111) says: “Only a few branches of the Blacks who dwell along the borders of the aforesaid empires [i.e., the Byzantine and the Moslem empires] possess some religious beliefs, moral and political institutions similar to [those of] the above mentioned empires. Such are the Nubians (an-Nūba) and the Ethiopians (Ḥabasha) because they are Christians and follow the customs of the Rüm. Before Islam, those peoples had some links with the empire of the Rüm because they were neighbours.” Al-Umari (Vantini, Oriental Sources, p. 516) also says: “Misr is enclosed within four frontiers, i.e., the southern frontier beginning from the Red Sea at Aydhab, passes through the country of the Badariba and the Rum of Nubia.” In this Giovanni Ruffini can see a pattern in which Muslims saw Nubia and thought of Byzantium (Ruffini, Medieval Nubia, p. 72). See also
of their organisation was royal power, which was concentrated on the king’s image, persona, and role. In this respect, official royal iconography, as depicted in wall paintings of Nubian churches, gives us a good insight into Nubia’s political ideology.  

First of all, in order to manifest how powerful their authority was, Nubian kings, through their representations in Byzantine attire, highlighted the connection between themselves and their Byzantine counterparts. Kings are depicted wearing Byzantine-style crowns like the kamelaukion, topped with a cross and with the characteristic prependulia, finely decorated robes of honour in the type of chlamys decorated with tablion, and golden pendants and red shoes. In their hands, kings hold a sceptre and other insignia of royal power. Probably, they had a clear knowledge of the magnificence of Byzantine Emperor and his court either by the Nubian delegations that visited Constantinople or by effigies of Byzantine kings sent as royal gifts to Old Dongola, and by their portraits on coins and miniatures in Byzantine codices used in churches.  

Moreover, they organised their court on the very elaborate Byzantine pattern. Research on documents from Nubia reveals a plethora of Greek titles and offices such as eparchos, nauarchos, exarchos, chartularios, domestikos, triklinarioros, notarios, meizon, meizoteros, protomeizoteros, illustrius, and so on. This nomenclature reflects a well-organised administration based on a well-developed bureaucracy controlled by the king and enhancing his authority.


21 On this subject, see Ruffini, “Documentary Evidence and the Production of Power.”
During the first phases of the Nubian states’ organisation, the adoption of these titles was probably a necessity derived from the lack of a proper terminology, on one hand, and from the advantage in using the Greek language for communication with Mediterranean Christianity, on the other. But the ongoing use of Greek titles even after Old Nubian literacy was fully developed may convey a symbolic significance in the Nubian context. Given that Greek was the language of the Bible and of Nubia’s official evangelisation, thus the primary vehicle of God’s word, it may have been considered in Nubia as a sacred language that attributed a kind of sanctity to an office, to a title bearer or to its user. Therefore, the use of Greek could work both as a constant reminder of Nubia’s bonds with the Byzantine Empire and at the same time used as a spiritual devotional tool. Moreover, the Greek alphabet seems to resonate with symbolic significance. In this respect, it is widely accepted among scholars who study African cultures that specific patterns were known to have had spiritual significance in African art. Abstract designs that were considered as bearing mystic powers often reappeared in many forms including ceremonial scarring and tattooing. This is probably the case of a mummified Christian woman found in Nubia. She lived during the 7th–8th century and the monogram of Archangel Michael was tattooed on her thigh. Written words can be considered as a kind of pattern and their apotropaic use is well attested on texts and graffiti in Nubia.

The most essential political idea that the Nubians shared with the Byzantines is the concept of theocracy, in which sacerdotium and regnum are closely tied to one another. The Byzantines regarded
their empire as an earthly reflection of the heavenly kingdom. 28 And according to the theory put forward by Eusebius, the authority of the emperor was bestowed upon him by God. 29 This theocratic political ideology of Byzantium seems to have easily fitted to the concept of divine/sacred kingship that was so widely spread throughout Africa. 30

According to this tradition, a king is conceived as the most sacred person and, after his inauguration, a God on earth. He rules as an embodiment of divine forces and he is the source of the law in society, the one who connects the world of the living with the one of the spirits and ancestors, hence he secures harmony between the terrestrial and spiritual worlds as well as order in society. In a mystical and supernatural way, a king, through his presence, ensures society’s power and prosperity. Moreover, a king’s robustness and strength is connected with the power of the state. Thus, in many instances in the African tradition, when a king was getting physically weak, measures like a regicide and his ensuing replacement had to be taken in order to prevent the weakening of the state. 31

In Nubia, the notion of the king as a providential ruler and a God living on earth easily transformed into a king who ruled by the providence of God, who also superintended the observance of Christian law and had undertaken as his main duty the Christians’ protection in his realm.


28 Glykatzi-Ahrweiler, L’idéologie politique de l’empire byzantin, p. 159.  


One of the remarkable features of art in African cultures is its attempt “to give form to an abstraction” and thus to visualise complex ideas through simplified imagery. An example of this is the depiction of the Holy Trinity as the figure of Christ in a threefold identical image, which is a figurative rendering of this abstract Christian dogma. Furthermore, the theocratic concept of a ruler by divine right is pictured by the Nubian kings’ representations, almost in every instance, under the protection of the Holy Trinity, Christ, the Virgin, and archangels. Therefore, protection scenes aimed to illustrate that the king’s authority was given by God. Through the king, his subjects were also blessed and protected. The representations of a king under protection is known from Byzantium, and in Nubia it became a standard iconographic depiction within churches, which is something unique in the Christian world. In protection scenes, traditional African beliefs interwoven with the Christian dogma can be traced. That is, for example, the archangels’ high status as protectors in the Nubian Church, which seems to be associated with traditional beliefs in spirits and ancestors.

The king’s inclusion in church iconography probably has to do with the role of churches as the gathering places of local congregations. People gathered in churches to worship God and pray for

---


37 Jakobielski, “Nubian Scenes of Protection from Faras,” p. 44.


welfare in this life and salvation in the afterlife. In addition, churches have been excavated throughout Nubia, in almost every settlement. Therefore, they were very convenient public spaces for a king to be visible to all his subjects even in the regions of his realm where his physical appearance was practically not feasible. Moreover, through his symbolic presence, the king could not only confirm the power of his authority but also accomplish his traditional role as a sacred king whose presence was connected with fertility of the land and prosperity of the population in his realm. The traditional practice of regicide was transformed under Christian influence as well. As Włodzimierz Godlewski has suggested, in the 11th century, due to a wave of hunger caused by a low Nile, King Solomon was sent to a monastery after a short rule.

From the 9th or the 10th century onwards the effigies of a king under protection begin to be represented in the apse of the sanctuary, the holiest place within an Eastern Christian church. It seems to be a kind of symbolic illustration of the title of archpriest attributed to the Byzantine emperor and probably acquired by his Nubian counterpart. This new feature in Nubian royal iconography

40 Edwards (The Nubian Past, p. 241) mentions that 150 churches have been located only in the area between the first and third Nile cataract. For a full list of the churches of Nobadia, see Adams, “Architectural Evolution of the Nubian Church,” pp. 126–38. Portraits of kings, of course, are not found in every Nubian church.


45 Such an appropriation by Nubian kings might be traced in the chronicle of Otto, Bishop of Freising (Ottonis Episcopi Prisingensis Chronic a sive Historia de Duabus Civitatibus [vii, 73]), which mentions a Christian leader who was both a priest and a king at the same time. From his remote kingdom, situated beyond the Islamic countries, he would attack them from the rear. In the 13th century in Historia Damiatana Oliver of Paderborn has recorded a prophecy about the Nubians. According to this prophecy, a Nubian king would seize Islam’s holy lands in Hejaz (Oliver Scholasticius, Opera, I. Historia Damiatana; II, Epistolae). In such hearsay and prophecies the origins of the legendary figure of Prester John can be found. For Prester John, see in Doresse, L’empire du prêtre Jean; Jones & Monroe, A History of Ethiopia, pp. 59–63; Kaplan, The Rise of the Black Magus in Western Art, pp. 43–62; Kurt, “The Search
could be a kind of encroachment on clerical privileges as well as a proclamation of the king’s dominance over the religious domain. It was the period when the kingdom of Makuria enjoyed its economic, political, and cultural heyday. We know that Georgios I, during his visit to Baghdad, won the attention as well as admiration of the Christian population. And it was the very same Georgios whose representation was firstly illustrated in the Faras cathedral. His successor is probably the ruler who is first depicted in the apse composition under the Virgin’s protection. This king’s representation may visualise Justinian’s principle of one state, one Church, one law, all concentrated on the king’s person.

In Nubia, just as in the Byzantine Empire, the Church and the State seem to be the two main institutions upon which the spiritual and political life of the Christian kingdoms were based, over the centuries of their history. For instance, we find settlements from that period developing around a church, which probably functioned not only as a religious but as an administrative centre as well. Moreover, in texts found in Qasr Ibrim, we see references to the participation of the Church in economic issues of the state, since priests served either as scribes and warrantors or as receivers of assets. Besides, Nubian bishops hold a prominent place among the depicted faces in wall paintings and, furthermore, the wealth of the churches is a clear indication of their high standing in Nubian society. But,
ultimately, the Church was under the royal authority, and, as Nubian texts indicate, the kings of Nubia, just as the Byzantine kings, had control over ecclesiastical affairs. Moreover, kings nominated the bishops who were subsequently approved by the patriarch of Alexandria.\footnote{Plumley, “Qasr Ibrim 1974,” p. 7. For example, we do find a reference in John the Deacon, describing how Michael, a patriarch of Copts in Alexandria, was forced to finally accept the substitution of a Nubian archbishop, although he did not agree with it, after the archbishop’s conflict with the Nubian king. See Vantini, Oriental Sources, pp. 40–45; In addition, we know several cases where a nominee was the son of a dead king, who was denied access to the throne due to matrilineal system of succession that is attested in Makuria a number of times after the 11th century. See the account by Severus in Vantini, Oriental Sources, p. 217.}  

However, Nubian kings never proceeded to claim autonomy over their Church and release it from its dependency on the Patriarchate of Alexandria. Why did they preserve, throughout their history, the tradition that required the appointment of their metropolitan to depend on Egypt and why did not they declare the autonomy of the Nubian Church? Only tentative answers can be provided to this question. The reason might be that, through these contacts, Nubians remained connected with the rest of the Christian world wherein they could seek inspiration and the powers of their renaissance. On the other hand, the Christians outside Nubia, especially these of Egypt, Syria, and Ethiopia, saw in the face of a Nubian king the leader who was able to offer his protection to Christian people. Nubian kings willingly undertook this responsibility whenever they intervened in Egypt, in defence of the persecuted local Church or when they mediated with the patriarch in order to restore his contacts with Ethiopia.\footnote{See accounts by John the Deacon in Vantini, Oriental Sources, pp. 43–44; Severus in Vantini, Oriental Sources, pp. 201–204, 205–207; Abu Makarrem in Vantini, Oriental Sources, pp. 329–330; al-Makin in Vantini, Oriental Sources, pp. 374–375.}  

To conclude with the relations between Church and state in Nubia, the fact remains that the Nubian Church not only developed under the royal auspices, but existed by virtue of the royal protection. Without this protection Christianity fell into decline and eventually disappeared completely. This development accelerated after a Muslim leader’s ascension to the throne of Dongola.\footnote{Adams, Nubia, pp. 508, 522–31; Welsby, The Medieval Kingdoms of Nubia, pp. 242–255; Zacharopoulou, Νουβία και Βυζάντιο, pp. 222–232.} This is very different from what happened in the rest of the Eastern Christian world, where the Church outlived the state.

As we have already noticed, royal authority was placed in the centre of Nubia’s theocratic system. Nubian documents evidence that the authorities of officials and dignitaries derived from and were sanctified by their connection with kings.\footnote{As Ruffini has very convincingly suggested in “Documentary Evidence and the Production of Power in Medieval Nubia.”} The representation of a Nubian king among apostles, as we can see from Faras, Dongola,
or Banganarti, 56 might be a pictorial communication of this idea. This is very similar to the picture of Byzantine court that Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus described in his De Cerimoniis Aulae Byzantinae. 57 There the Byzantine emperor is presented among his dignitaries as Christ among the apostles.

In Nubia's theocratic system the divine origin of the royal authority is also underlined by the role preserved for the queen mother. She occupied the most important place among the Nubian dignitaries. The office of the mother of the king was presented in close connection with the Mother of Christ. In Nubian wall paintings, representations of the queen mother under the protection of God's Mother are depicted in the northern nave, that is in the part of a church which was kept for women. 58 The queen mother was also depicted being clad in Byzantine-style and Byzantinised crowns resembling the ones worn by Theotokos. As regards the queen mother role we can testify not only influences from Byzantium, but also elements of the traditional concept of African kingship, 59 in which her role is paramount, as she is the person who supports a king in his rule. 60 The tradition of ruling queens is well attested in Nubia during the Meroitic kingdom. 61 In Christian Nubia the matrilineal succession gave the queen- other even greater political relevance.

In conclusion, it is not only memories from Byzantium that can be traced in Nubian political ideology throughout medieval Christian Nubian history. Overall, the Nubian states were formed as long as the new leaders who emerged from the ruins of the Meroitic state were determined to establish their authority by becoming Christian converts in interaction with the Byzantines. Therefore, they created a strong Christian kingdom modelled on the Byzantine Empire, which became a part of Eastern Christendom. In the political ideology that they promulgated among their subjects, elements from African and Byzantine culture were interwoven. This creative inter-

57 Reiske, Constantinii Porphyrogeniti Imperatoris, De Cerimoniis Aulae Byzantinae, p. 638. See also Glykatz-i-Ahrweiler, L’idéologie politique de l’empire byzantin, p. 63.
action is evident in everyday life, in art and in the use of the Greek language by the indigenous population. Therefore, the ideological influences from Byzantium integrated into Nubia's indigenous background, forming thus a unique Afro-Byzantine society. This society was strong enough to safeguard its status as the sovereign state in the Middle Nile Valley. Studying its history we can acquire a comprehensive and insightful understanding of Eastern Christianity during Medieval times.
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